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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove some existence theorems for the boundary value 
problem 
x’ = 4(4 Yh Y’ = s(4 “5 I’), XE E, (0.1) 
where g: [0, l] x R2 -+ R and 0: [0, l] x R + R are continuous functions 
such that 
44 Y)Y>O (0.2) 
and g satisfies a Bernstein-Nagumo type condition. Moreover, E is a 
closed linear subspace of C’( [0, 11, R), of codimension two, such that for 
each u E E there exists to = to(u) in [IO, 11 such that lu(t)\ d (u(to)( and 
u’( t()) = 0. 
In Section 1 we shall see that E satisfies these properties if E is defined 
by the Sturm-Liouville conditions. The same holds for periodic, 
antiperiodic, and Neumann boundary conditions. See [4], for precise 
definitions. 
We shall apply our results to show some existence theorems, for several 
two-boundary value problems, which can be written as 
(Il/(t, x’))’ =f(h 4 x’), XE E. (0.3) 
Note that for suitable I,+, (0.3) is reduced to (0.1) by the change of 
variables y = Ic/( t,x’). For example, if d( t, y) = y/a(t), where a: [0, 1 ] -+ R 
is a positive continuous function, then the problem 
(a(t)x’)’ =f(4 x, x’), xeE (0.4) 
is equivalent o problem (0.1 ), with g( t, X, y) = f( t, x, a(t) y). 
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From our mains results we obtain 
THEOREM 0.1. Let a: [0, 1 ] -+ [w he a positive continuous function and 
assume that there are positive constants A, B, R such that 
f(t, x, 0)x 3 0 if Ixl=R 
If(t,x, y)l <Ay2+B if Ix 6 R 
(0.5) 
then the problem (0.4) has one solution. 
Remarks. (a) If a = 1 then Theorem 0.1 generalizes [7, Proposition 
1.21 and the existence theorems in [4]. 
(b) If E is defined by the Sturm-Liouville conditions then problem 
(0.4) is a special case of a problem on osmotic flow in sweat glands and 
tubes in kidneys. See [6, pp. 64-651. 
A different application of our results allows us to obtain several existence 
theorems for the problem 
x” = q(x’) p(t, x, x’), x E E (0.6) 
where p: [O.l] x R2 + R and q: [w -+ R are continuous functions uch that p 
satisfies a Bernstein-Nagumo condition and q vanishes at least once in R. 
Note that if &: R + R is a solution of the initial value problem 
z’ = q(z), z(0) = 0, (0.7) 
and (u, u) is a solution of (0.1) with (b(t, y) = gl,(y) and g(t, x, y) = 
p(t, x, &,(y)); then u is a solution to (0.6). The existence of such do follows 
in the case where, for example, q is continuously differentiable and q has 
two zeros of opposite sign. See [S, Corollary 1.31. 
We apply our technique to a function 4 of the form 
d(t* Y)= i fyily, 
if IyJl<r 
if lyl3r (0.8 1
for some r > 0, to obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 0.2. Let f: [0, l] x [w2 + iw be a continuous function satisfying 
(0.5) for some R > 0. Assume further that there is r > 0 such that 
If(t. 4 Y)I d r if Ix] 6 R and ]y( 6 r (0.9) 
then the problem [x” = f (t, x, x’), x E E] has at least one solution. 
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Forexample,ifIf(t,x,y)l6alyln+bforIxl6Randa>O,b>O,n>1, 
and nab+’ 6 (1 - l/n)“- ‘, then f satisfies (0.9). Note that the equation 
P(r) :=a?+ b-r =O, has a solution since P(0) = b >O and P(r,)dO, 
where r0 is the unique solution to [P’(r) =O, r>O]. 
Remark. Suppose that 4 is defined in J x [w, where (0, 1) c JG [0, 1 ] 
and J# [0, 11. If 4 does not have a continuous extension to [0, 1 ] x [w, 
then problem (0.1) is said to be singular. The case $( t, y ) = y/a(t), a> 0 in 
J, a = 0 elsewhere, has been considered in [2]. While the case d(t, y) = y, 
g(t, X, y) = g,,(t, x y)/a(t) was considered in [ 1, 61. In a future paper we 
shall study some singular two boundary value problems. 
1. THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
In the following, Co (resp. C’) denotes the space of all continuous 
(continuously differentiable) functions U: [0, l] -+ [w with the norm Ilull =
sup(lu(t)l : 0 < t < l} (resp. Ilull, = max{Ilull,, Ilu’Ilo}). We say that UEC’ 
is admissible if there exists to in [0, l] such that 
Ilull = u(to)l and u’( to) = 0. (1.1) 
In order to classify admissible functions let us fix some notations. We 
denote a generic point of [w4 by (x0, x;, x,, x’,) and we define K,, Ko,, 
K, c [w4 by the following inequalities: K, = (x0x; < 0, lx,1 < lx01 }, 
K,, = (x1x; >O>x,xb, lx01 = lx11  and K, = {x1x’, >O, lx01 < lx,1 >. 
Finally, for each u in C ‘, we define B(U) = (u(O), u’(O), u( 1 ), u’( 1)). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Zf B(u) c$ K. u Ko, u K, then u is admissible. 
Proof Let us fix to in [0, l] such that ~Iz.I~~= lu(t,)l. Ifeither toe (0, 1) 
or u = 0 there is nothing to prove. Assume now that to = 0 and u(0) #O. 
Then u(0) u’(O) < 0 and ]u( 1)l d lu(O)l. If u(0) u’(0) = 0 there is nothing to 
prove; thus, we can assume that u(0) u’(0) < 0. In this case lu( 1)l = lu(O)] 
since B(u) 6 K,. But u( 1) u’( 1) 3 0 since u2 attains its maximum at t = 1 and 
hence u(l)u’(l)=O since B(u)$K,,. So llullo= lu(l)] and u’(l)=O. The 
case to = 1 is proved in a similar way and the proof is complete. 
Proposition 1.1 implies that u is admissible if u satisfies the Sturm- 
Liouville boundary conditions. The same holds for periodic, antiperiodic, 
and Neumann boundary conditions. 
Let E be a linear subspace of C ‘; we say that E is admissible if E is 
closed of codimension two and u is admissible for all u in E. 
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EXAMPLE. Let (a,,~,, -6,, 0), (c,, ci, 0, d,) be two linearly indepen- 
dent vectors in Iw4 such that a,> la,l, c, > [co/, 6,>0, and da0 and let E 
be the closed subspace of C’ of codimension two given by the equations 
au( 0) + au( 1) = bu’( O), c24(0)+c24(1)+d24’(1)=0. 
Then E is admissible. 
Proof If 6, = d, = 0 then E is the Dirichlet space (E = {U E C ’ : u(0) = 
u( 1) = 0)) and there is nothing to prove. So we can assume 6, + d, > 0. 
Suppose now that there is u in E such that B(u)E KO; without loss 
of generality, we can assume that u(O)>O> u’(0) and hence 
0 6 u,+(O) + u,u(l) = &u’(O) 6 0. (Remember that B(u) E K,, and u0 3 lu,l.) 
Consequently 6, = 0 and then a, > 0 and 0 < u,u(O) + a, u( 1) = &u’(O) = 0. 
This contradiction proves that B(U) $ K,. Analogously B(U) $ K, . Assume 
now that B(u) E K,, (u(0) > 0 > u’(0)); as above we obtain 6, = 0 and hence 
O> -d,u(l)u’(l)=c,u(0)u(l)+c,u(1)2>(c,-~c0~)~(1). This contradic- 
tion proves that B(u) 4 K,, and the proof follows from Proposition 1.1. 
EXAMPLE. Let pi E Co; i = 0, 1; such that 
s ,: Ip;b)l ds < 1, i=o, 1 
then the linear subspace E of C ’ given by the equations 
is admissible. 
44 = j: Pi(s) 4s) 4 i=O, 1 
Proof Obviously E is a closed subspace of codimension two in C ‘. On 
the other hand [u(i)/ < IJuIIo, i=O, 1, if UE E and ~$0. So llullo= lu(t,)l for 
some to in (0, 1) and the proof is complete. 
In the following E denotes an admissible subspace of C ‘, and we write 
En [w = @ if E has no nontrivial constants maps. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Suppose En Iw = 0, then for all p > 0 there exists 
R>Osuch that Ilullo<R ifuEEand IJu’IIo<p. 
Proof: We must prove that the set U= {U E E: IIu’IIo < p} is a bounded 
subset of E. To show this, let us assume that there is a sequence (u,) in U 
such that /Iu, Ilo -+ cc and define u,, = u,/(Iu, Ilo. Then IIu, Ilo = 1 and 
[Iv:, Ilo -+ 0 and by Ascoli theorem, we can assume that u, --) u in Co. Note 
that u E + 1 since [Iu, Ilo = 1 and /Iv; II,, + 0. From here, 1 E E and this 
contradiction ends the proof. 
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2. ABSTRACT THEOREMS OF EXISTENCE 
In this section we apply the LerayySchauder degree theory to prove 
some abstract existence theorems for the problem (0.1). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let a: [0, 1 ] x IR’ -+ 1w be u continuous function such 
that cc(t, )y > 0 for y # 0, and let u, u in C’ he such that u’(t) = cc(t, v(t)). 
Then u(t,) v’(t,) 6 0 z” t, satkfies (1.1). In particular, u(t,,) u”(t,) 6 0 if 
ugC2 and t, satisfies (1.1). 
Proof: Assume to > 0. Since u2 attains its maximum at to, then there is 
a sequence (t,,) in [0, l] such that t,, -+ to, t,, < to and u(t,) u’(t,) 3 0. 
Without loss of generality assume that u(t,) # 0 and u’(t,) # 0. Since 
0 = u’( to) u( to) = a( to, u(t,)) u( to) we find r( to) = 0. Consequently u(t,,) # 0 
for large n because u'( to) # 0 and so u(t,,) u’( t,,) > 0. This inequality and 
u(t,) u’(t,) > 0 imply that u( t,,) u(t,) 3 0 and the proof, in the case t, > 0, 
follows ince 
u(t,,) u(t,)l(t, - to) + 4to) u’(to) as n+x. 
If to = 0, then there is a sequence (t,,) in (0, l] such that u(t,) u’(t,) 3 0 
and t, + 0, and the proof follows as above. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The map L, : E x C ’ -+ Co x Co, L,( u, u) = (u’ - u, 
VI- eu), is a linear isomorphism which is onto for each E > 0. This claim 
remains true if E = 0 and En Iw = 0. 
Proof. Let us define M,: C’x C’ -+C”x Co by M,(u, u)= (u’-u, 
u’ -EU), for each M, 3 0. Then M is a linear map which is onto, and 
dim(Ker M,) = 2. 
Assume now that M, > 0 and M(u, u) = 0 for some admissible U. Then 
UEC~ and O>u”(to)u(to)=~u(to)2, if to satisfies (1.1). Hence u-u-0 
and L, is an isomorphism which is onto since (Ker M,) n (E x C ‘) =
m 0% 
Assume E = 0 and M,(u, U) = 0, then u(t) = at + b for some a, b E [w. If u 
is admissible then a = 0 and hence u G b. Thus (Ker M,) n (E x C ‘) = 
{ (0, O)>, if En R = 0, and the proof follows easily. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that there are positiue constants E,p, R such 
that, ljull o < R and llullo < p, if (u, u) is a solution tothe problem 
x’=(l -J*)y+l#(t, y) 
y’=(l-JE,)&X+l.g(t,X,y) 
(2.1 Ii. 
for some 0 < i < 1. Then, (0.1) has at least one solution. 
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Proof: Define L,N:ExC’+C?xC’ by L(u,u)=(u’-u,u’-EU); 
N(u, v) = (& ., u) - u, g( ., U, u)). Then, (2.1), is equivalent to (x, y) = 
iL ‘N(x, y), and the proof follows from standard arguments. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that there is p > 0 such that ilull 0 < p if (u, u) 
is a solution tothe problem 
x’=(l -n)y+@(t, y), Y’ = Mt, 4 Y), xgE (2.2), 
for some 0 < A< 0. If En [w = 0, then (0.1) has at least one solution. 
Proof: Let R be given by Proposition 1.4, then llullo < R if (u, u) is a 
solution of (2.2),, for some 0 < 1. < 1, and the proof follows as above. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that there is E > 0 such that the problem 
x’ = 4th Y), y’ = EX +p(t), XEE (2.3) 
has exactly one solution for each fixed p in Co. 
Assume further that there are positive constants R,p such that lluilo < R
and /Iu/Io < p if (u, u) is a solution tothe problem 
x’ = qqt> Y), y’=(l -Jk)&X+I”g(t,X, y), XEE (2.4), 
for some 0<1< 1, and /ull,<R and JIull,,<p. 
Zf d( t, y) y > 0, for y # 0; then (0.1) has one solution, 
Proof Let us define N:ExC’+C’, M:C’+ExC’ by N(u,u)= 
g( ., u, v) - EU and M(p) = (u, v), where (u, u) is the unique solution to (2.3). 
Then N is a compact operator and the problem (0.1) is equivalent o the 
relation M(N(x, y)) = (x, y). Note that M(0) = (0,O) since #(t, 0) = 0. 
CLAIM. M is continuous. 
Proof: Suppose that there is a sequence (p,) in Co such that pn +p in 
Co and 
inf{llu,-ull, + Ilv,--uv(I, :ngN} >O, (2.5) 
where (u,, v,) = M(p,) and (u, v) = M(p). Since u, is admissible there is t, 
in [0, 11 such that lu(t,)l = IIu,llo and u’( t,) = 0, and by Proposition 2.1, 
u(t,) v’(t,) 6 0. 
Consequently, E llunIl~< -p(t,)u(t,)db llunllO, where b:=sup{IIp,IIo: 
n 2 1 }, and then E IJu,, Ilo < b. From here, Ilv:, /lo ,< 2b and [Iv, Ilo Q 2b, since 
u,(t,) = 0. In particular {Iju:, Ilo} . is a bounded sequence and by Ascoli 
theorem, we can assume that u, + u. and v, -+ u. in Co. Thus u; --t & ., uo) 
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and 0; + EU~ +p in C; therefore, (u,, uO) is a solution of (2.3) and 
(u,, a,) -+ (u, u) in C’. This contradicts (2.5) since (a,, u,,) = (u, u), and the 
proof of our claim is complete. 
Choose R’>p+sup(I&t, y)l : 1.~1 <pi and p’>sR+sup{Ig(t,x, y)l : 
l-4 6K IYI a> and define U as the subset of E x C ’ consisting of 
points (u, u) such that ilullo<R, /(u’llO< R’, IlullO<p and Ilt”IIO<p’ and 
K:[O,l]x~~ExC’byK(I,(x,y))=M(~N(x,y)).ThenKisacompact 
operator, K(0, (x, y)) = (0,O) and the problem (2.4); is equivalent to 
(x, y)= K(L, (x, y)). From this, K(;1, (x, y))#(x, y) if O< A< 1, and (x, y) 
belongs to the boundary of U. 
The proof follows from the Leray-Schauder degree theory. 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 0.1 
In the following f, g, p: [0, 1 ] x R2 -+ R, 4: [0, l] x [w -+ R and 
h: [0, co) + (0, co) denote continuous functions and 4 satisfies (0.2). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Zf c$( t, . ) is strictly increasing ,for each fixed t E [0, 1 ] 
then, (2.3) has exactly one solution for each fixed p in Co and F. > 0. 
Proof: Let us define g( t, x, y) = EX +p(t) and let (u, U) be a solution of 
(2.1),, for some 0<1<1. If we define cr(t, y)=(l -A)y+@(t, y), then 
cr(t, y)y > 0 for y # 0, and hence u(to) a( to) < 0, if to satisfies ( 1.1). Conse- 
quently, I140<~P’ IIpllo, ll~‘llo62 lIpllo and ll~llo<2 Ilpllo, since u(to)=O. 
Therefore, problem (2.3) has at least one solution. See Proposition 2.3. 
Assume now that (uo, uo) and (u,, u,) are solutions to (2.3), and let us 
write U=U, -u. and u=u, -uo. Then u’=cu and u’(t)=&4 u(t)+ 
u,(t)) - qS(t, uo( t)). If to satisfies (1.1) then, by the same arguments in 
Proposition 1 .l, we obtain u’(t,) u(to) 6 0. From here, u z 0 and u = k for 
some constant k. Consequently Q(t, k+ ug( t)) = &t, uo( t)) and hence k = 0. 
Thus the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that there is R > 0 such that 
g(t, x,0)x30 if 1x1 = R (3.1) 
Is(t, x, ~11 Gh(lA) if 1x1 d R. (3.2) 
Assume further that there is a continuous function IS: [0, co) -+ [0, CO) 
such that I4(t, y)l 2a(Iyl) and 
c 
z 
o(s) h(s) ’ ds > 2R. 
0 
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If #(t, .) is strictly increasing, for each fixed t in [0, 11, then (0.1) has one 
solution. 
Proof: Let us fix E, p > 0 such that 
s ’ a(s)[tR + h(s)] - ’ ds > 2R 0 
and let (u, u) be a solution of (2.4),, for some 0 <I < 1, such that I/u[~~ d R. 
If t, satisfies (1.1) and Ilullo=R then O>u(t,)u’(t,)=(l-A)&R’+ 
u( to) g( to, u( to), 0) > 0. This contradiction proves that JIuJJ 0 < R. 
Since lo’(t)1 <~R+h(lu(t)l), then 





a(s)[~R + h(s)] ds d 2 Ilull,, < 2R 
0 
since U’ . u b 0 and u vanishes at least once in [0, 11. See [S, Proof of 
Theorem 3.11 (or [6, Lemma 5.11). From this we have IIu/Jo < p, and the 
proof follows from Theorem 2.5. 
The proof of Theorem 0.1 follows now from Theorem 3.2, with &t, y) = 
y/a(t), At, x, VI =f(t, x, a(t) YL 4s) = ~/llallo, and 4~) = A llallo S’ + B. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose that f satisfies (0.5) for some R > 0 and assume that 
there are positive constants A, B > 0 such that If (t, x, y)l < A I JI 4/3 + B, 
for (xl d R. If f(t, 0,O) $0 then the problem [x” = (.x’)~‘~ f(t, x, x’), x E E] 
has a nontrivial solution. 
ProoJ: Define d(t, y) = y3, g(t, x, y) = 4 f( t, x, y3), G(S) = s3 and 
h(s)= i(As4+ B). Then the problem (0.1) has a solution (u, u). Note that 
u is a solution of our problem, and u $0 since g(t, 0,O) $0. 
Proof of Theorem 0.2. Let us define d(t, y) by (0.8), E= r/R and 
g( t, x, y) = f(t, x, d(t, y)), and let (u, u) be a solution to (2.1);. for some 
O< i < 1, with llul],, < R and Ilullo~r. As in Theorem 3.2, we obtain 
(lull,,< R and hence Iv’(t)1 < (1- ,I)ER+ J.R=r. Consequently, /(u((~ < r 
since u(t,) = 0 for some to. By the arguments in Section 2, we can prove 
that the problem (0.1) has a solution (u, u) such that, llullo< R and 
[IuI/~ < r. In particular, U’= u and hence u is a solution of our problem. 
The following result is an alternative to Theorem 0.2. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Suppose If(t, x, y)i d h( 1 yI ) and 
i‘ I 
’ ds h(s) 3 1 
0
for some r > 0. If En R = 0 then the problem [x” =,f( t, x, n’), xE E] has 
one solution. 
Proof: Let us define 4 and g as above and let (u, u) be a solution of 
(2.2),, for some O<k< 1, such that llolio<r. Since Iu’(t)l/lh(la(t)l)61 and
u vanishes at least once in [0, 11, then 
and hence Ilull < r. The proof follows now from the arguments in Proposi- 
tion 2.4 and Theorem 2.5. 
4. A PARTICULAR CASE 
In this section we prove some existence theorems for the problem (0.6) 
when q vanishes at least once in R. Note that u = 0 is a solution to (0.6) 
if q(0) = 0. We shall assume that 
EnR=O. (4.1) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose I g( t, x, y )I < h( 1 yl ) und 
(4.2) 
then the problem (0.1) has one solution. 
Proof: See proof of Theorem 3.3. 
EXAMPLE. The singular problem 
tx”=rx’+ f+’ 4t, x, Y) + tb(t, x, yb’, XGE 
has a solution if a, b: [0, l] x R* + R are bounded continuous functions 
and r is a constant >, 1. 
Proof: Let us define &t, t) = try and g( t, x, y) = a( t, x, y) + b( t, x, y ) y. 
Then I g( t, x, y)l d tl + /3 1 yl for some positive constants GL, jI and hence (see 
Proposition 4.1) the problem (0.1) has a solution (u, u). So the proof is 
complete, since u is a solution to our problem. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that the initial value problem (0.7) has a solution 
$:[W+[Wsuch that $(y)y>O. Zfp isboundedin [0, l]xRx$(R) then the 
problem (0.6) has one solution u such that u’(t) E $(R)for all tin [0, 11. 
Proof. Let us define g(t, .x, y) =p(t, x, $(y)) and &t, y) = $(.Y); then 
the problem (0.1) has a solution (u, v) since g is bounded (see Proposition 
4.1). It is clear that u is a solution to (0.6) and thus the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose there are r, < 0 < r0 such that q(ri) = 0, 
i=O, 1 and q >O in (r,, rO). [fp is bounded in [0, 1) x IF! x [r,, r,] then the 
problem (0.6) has one solution. 
Proof: We first assume that q E C’( [a, 6]), where [a, b] is a compact 
interval containing (r,, rO). In this case the problem (0.7) has a solution 
II/: [w + (r,, r,,) such that $(v) y > 0, for y # 0, and hence the problem (0.6) 
has one solution u such that r, <u’(t) < r0 for t in [0, 11. 
To prove the general case let (qn: [w -+ R} be a sequence of continuous 
functions such that qn E C ’ [a, b]; qn -+ q uniformly in [a, 61 and 
inf{q,(O) :n3 l} >O. If we define Q,,(t)=qJt)-max{q,Jr,) : i=O, 1) then 
there is an integer N 3 1 such that Q,(O) > 0 for I? > N. Consequently Qn 
has two zeros of opposite sign in [r , , ro] since Qn(ri) < 0, i = 0, 1. There- 
fore the problem 
x” = Q,(d) p( t, x, x’), .XEE (4.3) 
has a solution u, such that r, < u;(t) < r0 and by Proposition 1.4 there is 
R>O such that IIu,, II,,< R. From (4.3) ( IIu~II,,} isbounded since Q, +q 
uniformly in [r,, r,], and by Ascoli theorem we can assume that U, + u in 
C’. Now it is easy to prove that u is a solution to (0.1) and the proof is 
complete. 
Corollary 4.3 generalizes [S, Corollary 1.31 and complements 
Corollary 2.7. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Suppose that there is r , < 0 such that q( r 1 ) = 0, q > 0 in 
(r13 co) and 
(4.4) 
Z’ Ip(t, x, y)l =G h(y) for y > 0 and f; ds/h(s) q(s) 3 1 for some p > 0 then 
the problem (0.6) has one solution. 
Proof: We can assume that q is continuously differentiable in a 
neighborhood of r, . Thus, the problem (0.7) has a solution $: R -+ (rl ,co), 
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since (4.4) holds and q(r,) = 0. Note that $ is a homeomorphism which is 
onto. 
Let us define $(t, y) = $(t) and g(t, x, y) =~(t, x, $(y)) and let (u, V) be 
a solution to (2.2). for some O< 1, < 1. Then [u’(t)] <h(l$(u(t))l) and by 
the arguments in [S, Theorem 3.11, we obtain 
13 1 / Ii” ds h(i)(s)) = s,:““‘) dLY/h(S) q(s) 
if u(t)>O. Therefore u(t)<lC/~-‘(~) ifu(t)<O. 
Now let us fix t in [0, l] such that u(t) 6 0 and choose 
M>sup{Jp(t,x,y)l :r,<y<O} and an interval [a,b]~[O, l] such that 
t E {a, b}, u(a) o(b) =0 and u < 0 in (a, b). Then u(t)> -A4 and hence 
ll~ll,<max{M $p’(~)}. Th us the problem (0.1) has a solution (see 
Proposition 2.4) and the proof follows easily. 
We have a parallel result if there is r,>O such that q(r,)=O and q>O 
in (-co, rO). Compare with [8, Corollaries 1.4 and 1.51. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let $ be a solution to (0.7) defined in (a, 6) with 
II/(y)  > 0 for y # 0. Then the problem 
x”=p(t) q(x’), x E E (4.5) 
has a solution ifp E C” and [-c, a] G (a, b), where 
a=sup p(z)dz:s,tE[O, 1] 
Proof Let 4: R -+ R be a continuous function such that t(y) = $(y) for 
I yl < g, and t(y) y > 0 for y # 0. From Proposition 4.1 we know that the 
problem [x’ = t(y), y’ =p(t), x E E] has one solution (u, u). On the other 
hand, u( to) = 0 for some t, and hence I/ u/I ,, 6 U. From this u’(t) = $(u(t)) 
and so, u is a solution to (4.5). The proof is complete. 
By the arguments above we can prove 
COROLLARY 4.6. Assume that there is r, < 0 such that q(r,) = 0 and 
q> 0 in (r,, a). rf j? dsld 1 s > c, where (T is as above, then the problem 
(4.5) has one solution. 
Corollary 4.5 (resp. 4.6) generalizes Theorem 1.1 (resp. [S, Corollary 
1.43). 
Remark. For general E we can prove that the problem (0.1) has a solu- 
tion if g satisfies (3.1), (3.2), and (4.2). In particular, the problem (0.6) has 
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a solution, for general E; if q has two zeros of opposite sign and 
p(t, x, 0)x b 0 if 1x1 = R (some R > 0). We also have a parallel result o 
Corollary 4.4. 
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